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development and implementation of their programs.

Rajni Kothari accepted the 1985 Right Livelihood Award on behalf
of the Lokayan organization of India. This Award is often
referred to as the Alternative Nobel Prize. Rajni Kothari's
acceptance speech, which originally appeared in the IFDA Dossier
No. 52 (March/April 1986),discusses the divisions that are
present in every society between the majority and those who
have access to power and privilege. Lokayan seeks to act as
an intermediary between the people and the social processes that
prevent them taking a full and active role in their society.

The next two articles are both descriptions of programs being
undertaken with the aim of improving the quality of life of the
participants. The first is a well-documented and illustrated
account of the Nepal Literacy Program. This article has been
written by three staff members of World Education who are
involved in the Nepal Literacy Program. They have provided a
detailed and interesting account of the approach usp0
reasons for adopting such an approach. They would '

discussion about the Program and their address is
the end of the article tor this purpose.

China has displayed considerable determination in its endeavour
to improve the position of peasants within its society. The
article by the Jilin Department of Education provides some
background information about the philosophy behind the development
of peasant education and its implementation in that region.
While the basic outlines of such programs are developed centrally
it is left to individual Provinces to implement them in a way
that is most suitable to the problems and circumstances of
their region. The magnitude of the problems faced are brought
out clearly in this article and it again emphasises that unless
p.2op1e are involved in all aspects of planning that success will
not be achieved.

(Yvonne Heslop)
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used in the primers is large and the space prov-
sises is ample. This aids understanding by people
and those unfamiliar with letters; it also allows

writina without being constrained by a small
stice, the learners move to a simple test of what

a set of supplemental materials to be used in
associated with the exercises contained in the
rials consist of a set of posters (40 centimeters
strung together with string like a calendar with

th sides so that they can be hung on the wall.
are a larger version of the key word pictures. In
receives three sheets of heavy paper with syllab
n. The sheets are of three sizes and are used in
ities in support of the primers.

he syllable cards mentioned earlier. The syllable
naking "discovery charts" for the first five les-
nart begins with just the four syllables shown in
son Four, a total of 35 cards are in the chart
35 cards several hundred two- and three-syllable
Each of these large (Gcm x 3cm) syllables are cut
rds. Each card is marked for a hole to be punched
he card can be hung on nails provided by the pro-
easily be driven into the mud walls of the class-

san either be used by the teacher to show the key
ts component syllables, or it can be used to play
B. To make the discovery chart the syllable cards
the nails placed so that the cards hang separate-
is a work area with several rows of three nails.
n be taken from the discovery chart and placed on
area to make two or three syllable words. After a
the cards can be returned to the discovery chart.
for each lesson is also printed in the literacy

syllables easily requires constant repetition. In
Program, games have proved to be a good way to
and using the letters. Games involve excitement,
tion and fun, and provide a good means for the
among themselves and at their own pace. The role
is to make sure the rules of the game are under-
yone has a chance to participate. The facilitator
are free to modify the games, to make up variat-
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ions and even to invent new games. Three game
early in the first cycle of classes are describe

The first game, Challenge, is introduced on the
is to help the participants learn the new sylla
the class is divided into two equal groups. The
learner from each group who is able to read the
der. Each team leader is given five minutes to
syllables. Then, one of the learners is aske
blackboard or on a piece of paper. The game
leaders pointing to a syllable card. He calls on
site team and "challenges" him to read it corre
correct, the participant at the blackboard tall
team. If the answer is incorrect the team doe
the other team leader points to a different syl
a member of the opposite team to read it. Team
each and every member of the opposite team once
turn, the scorekeeper announces the winning team

Match Letters is played for the first time on th
pose of the game is to help the participants
syllables introduced in Lesson Two. This game
sylla:Jle cards taken from one of the sheets p
The paper contains four sets of 24 cards. In th
learners can be broken into four groups of 7 or
have formed their small groups, each group is gi
and the facilitator explains the game. The 24
face down, on a flat surface. The first player
one at a time. As he turns over each card he rea
the participant fails to read either syllable, o
correctly, he loses his turn. If the two cards a
icipant keeps them. If not, ne turns them bac)c
places where he found them. Play continues unti
The players count their cards and announce to t
have. The player with the most cards wins.

Another game played early in the first cycle of
The pu ,obse of the game is to give participa
words using the syllables they have learned. Ma
first five lessons are the syllable cards fc
for those lessons. After the fifth lesson the ga
the blackboard. To play the game, the facilitat
to the front of the room to make words with the
participants suggest words from the lesson for
front to make. The class checks to see that the
ed the word correctly. After making two or three
at the front returns all the syllable cards to t
sits down. Then, the facilitator calls anot
front and the process is repeated.
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leveloping the peasant elementary cultural and
ion

peasant elementary cultural and technical
he two subsequent years. Villages, townships,
I run school at different levels. Compulsory
education should be popularized among the

tural technicians in the villages, townships
n 1985. We must organize 60% of the peasants
Ay become literate but still not up to the
y school graduate to study the courses of the
We shall make 50% of them reach the level of
ol graduate. The spare time primary school is
the full-time primary school, the former

irses mainly on Chinese language, mathematics,
Lowledge and political knowledge. Peasants'
iical schools should be set up in the villages
enthusiastically in order to teach elementary

. Department of Education is to set up a batch
technical schools, giving the support first

hools, then sum up the experienc,, upreading
.trive to set up such kind of school in one
townships, with a total enrolment of 10,000

1p the peasants secondary cul.--7i1 and tech-
step by step

.ondary cultural education will mainly be giv-
m. With the help of the full time middle
.ownship may give some junior middle school
wnstances permit, the township may run senior
class too. There are pre-requisites needed to
technical education, especially the teaching
can be organized to listen to the Radio Agri-

. courses. Attention must be paid to improving
pality, making each member reach appropriate
not fit to lower the standard. Schools giving
Ltion may run short training courses.

be laid on the political ideological work,
m to supporting the Party's rural work and
]easants the Party's line, principles, policy
Lem with "Five Stresses, Four Points of Beauty

and collectivism, communism, laws and
>Illation education and so on.

.es:

]vel of understanding and strengthening the
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"TWo Civilisations" in the countryside. (
els, especially villages and townships mi
ation on the agenda, and grasp it firmly tt
It is necessary to have a person specially
ge of it, work out an overall scheme, haN
and a general check-up, besides, it is nect
vant departments to solve major problems c
of development.

Bringing the functioning department into f%

The educational department should exercise
education, formulating relevant policy ;
stress on systematic regular cultural a]
training cultural and technical teachi]
writing textbooks and reference material, I

ionship with relevant departments, sum]
experiences.

Different agricultural departments, sc
Communist Youth League, and the Women's P.
part and through joint efforts to grasp
well.

Strengthening the building up of a conting.
cation

In order to strengthen the leadership al
administrations in charge of the peasants
up in townships, counties, prefectures an]
essary to assign capable cadres, and bui
sants contingent of cadres and professions
ing staff. The contingents of cadres for :

be stable, not to be transferred to do oth .
necessary to improve the quality of the
ants education and train them in order
should be taken of their political life am
bring their positivity to do better work
tional departments at all levels are to
search organization of the workers and p
vide them with capable staffs to car
research activities.

Adhering to unfold the peasant education
multi-channels

Counties, villages and townships are to co
cation at all levels. The educational depa
departments must care about and support pe
cating and encouraging the retired, resign
personnel undertaking lcientific and techn
peasant education. The ways and contents o
be formularized and simplified, or unified
different persons, different locality, dif
essary to combine cultural education with
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